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One of the differences in couture sewing is the use of underlining in many garments.
 In sewing class, many of you have learned to use fusible interfacing for your garments. In couture sewing, it is
rarely ever used. 
Since I have learned how to apply underlining (which again, is not difficult to learn) to my garment, I don't like
to use fusible interfacing anymore. 
Fusible interfacing often makes the fabric too stiff and heavy and eliminates the drape of the fabric. 
 
But before I go into that any further, I shall explain the difference between a ling and underlining.
 

A lining is like a second version of your garment. It is made separately and sewn in later. 
Underlining is a fabric that is cut from the same pattern as your garment and sewn to the back of your
fashion fabric pieces so that the 2 layers are sewn as one. 

The underlining (in couture called backing) is used to help to shape and support the design. This might sound
technical, but it is one of the nicest tricks I have learned in couture sewing because it really levels up your
garment! 
 
 
 

Masterclass Lesson 2
Lining & Underlining

Christian Door 1966. An
underlining of silk organza
supports the dress against the
fabric weight distorting the fit.
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The making of a French Couture Jacket with silk organza as underlining
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The fabric of the underlining must always be of natural fiber. Natural fiber fabric is better to shape and support
than synthetic fiber. Your garment fabric can be synthetic, the natural underlining will make it look fabulous!So,
what kinds of fabric should you choose for the underlining?The golden rule is that your underlining fabric
should never be heavier than your garment fabric. Fabrics often used as underlining are:Fine cotton, horsehair,
silk organza, and silk charmeuse.
 
Choose underlining fabric by deciding on how much support the garment needs. This can be very subtle, 
I often use fine silk organza for support in a woolen jacket. You can't feel much thickness when you hold the
jacket, but the difference is huge when you leave it out. The wool feels silky soft and falls gently on the body. A
luxury I can recommend to everyone! This is also used as a standard in French (Chanel) couture jackets.
 
 
When I need more support, I use lightweight cotton fabric. Again it works its magic! 
On below picture you can see the black, dotted cotton as an underlining for a lace skirt. The lace is sewn by
hand on to the garment fabric ànd the underlining (as the two layers of fabric are treated as one layer). It really
makes a huge difference again, and I would love to see that you give it a try. If you have planned to make a
beautiful jacket, buy the silk organza and cut the pattern out of the two fabrics. Sew the two layers together by
hand using tiny invisible stitches and experiment! If you then add a lining of pure silk or silk satin you have a
jacket for life!


